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5/5 Excellent
Jeff M.
Feb 27, 2023

Liked: Cleanliness

Beyond What We Expected!!

Home is super clean, bright and oceanfront! Bedrooms are very clean,
comfortable and baths updated and impressive. One tradition that
appears to be rolling on is family’s leave extra liquor and additional
drinks that perhaps that can’t bring home!! We contributed happily as
well w Makers Mark, Tito’s and supporting beverages. Also, very safe
and if you love walking on streets it is fully paved…and seems to be
very popular form of exercise for residents and guests. BTW nieghbors
say this is a celebrity get away (not saying names for privacy reasons).
Great vacation….and beautiful home and supporting features!!
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Stayed 7 nights in Feb 2023

4/5 Good
sheila l.
Feb 25, 2023

Liked: Cleanliness

SRL

The property was as indicated as the other reviews as it being well
stocked. We had some major issues with the water the first three days,
the plumbers did come out on day one. Day two no water pressure to
take showers, The plumbers came out again Day three we ran out of
water and the plumbers came again. They were ordered more water in
which took a half the day I just felt like everything should’ve been
checked out the day before we got there, so we didn’t have these
issues when we arrived. All the power went out the next day, and it
would be nice if I would’ve have received a text or email explaining that
it was island wide instead of me having to contact them I felt like the
communication was lacking. After everything was fixed, we did have a
wonderful trip and the property is beautiful

Stayed 7 nights in Jan 2023

5/5 Excellent
Howard K.
Jan 17, 2023
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Liked: Cleanliness

Great house and location

We had an awesome time and the house and amenities couldn’t have
been better! Thank you!

Stayed 6 nights in Dec 2022

5/5 Excellent
Beth C.
Aug 1, 2022

Liked: Cleanliness

5 stars

Incredible location and the property was lovely, clean, and very well-
supplied.

Stayed 7 nights in Jul 2022
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5/5 Excellent
Keven H., Louisiana, United States
Jul 8, 2022

Liked: Cleanliness

Awesome House !!!

Would definitely recommend this home !!

Stayed 6 nights in Jun 2022

5/5 Excellent
Jennifer C.
May 30, 2022
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Liked: Cleanliness

Beautiful home

Absolutely beautiful home that was well appointed. Directly on the
beach. Extremely clean and responsive property management. Well
appointed

Stayed 8 nights in May 2022

5/5 Excellent
steven t.
Apr 20, 2022

Liked: Cleanliness

great St. Croix trip
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Beautiful indoor and outdoor spaces, great kitchen appliances and
housewares. Great private location, Zonya Jones and Dave Hall were
very pleasant and helpful

Stayed 9 nights in Mar 2022

4/5 Good
Amy S.
Mar 17, 2022

Liked: Cleanliness

Comfortable Stay

We spent four weeks in this property and had an easy and comfortable
stay. David and his team are attentive hosts and quick to assist with
anything that's needed. The pool was a hit with the kids, but be mindful
of the breeze (which is always there) as it blows floating tubes etc... out
of the pool and into some bramble-like shrubs causing punctures. We
loved hunting for shells on the beach and watching the surfers. The
swimming isn't great on this side of the peninsula, but having the beach
right at the backdoor is excellent for sand lovers. This is a wonderful
community for children to be in and we felt extremely safe during our
stay. The guard house definitely takes their job seriously regarding who
they let pass or not. The rooms were comfortable and well stocked with
towels and extra bedding. In the master there isn't a place to hang a
longer dress/skirt, only drawers, shelves and a small upper cupboard to
hang things in, but the other two bedrooms do have walk-in closets and
plenty of room to hang a longer garment if necessary. During our stay
we upgraded the coffee maker and the toaster (we needed more than
two cups of coffee at a time), but the kitchen has everything that you
would require during your stay. It is a central location, definitely
requiring a rental vehicle, but It's easy to access anything that you wish
to see on the island from this location. All in all, it was a wonderful stay
at #71 Judith's Fancy!

Stayed 28 nights in Feb 2022
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